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Circlet Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****. Strip away everything external, and the act of writing
becomes profoundly physical: writer, writing tool, medium. In
this anthology of erotic stories, THE FLESH MADE WORD, editor
Bernie Mojzes shows that from that seed grows the deepest
intimacy - the hidden self expressed upon a surface,
transforming it in the process, naming erotic possibilities. The
tap of typewriter keys on ink-wet ribbons, the tickle of the
calligrapher s brush, the press of fountain-pen nib to flesh. The
scent of hot metal molded into text and the shuffle-clank of the
printing press. Give yourself over to the sensuality of the words
themselves, to the sound and the shape and the taste of them.
The expression of ideas intersects with the body in all its
physicality; pleasure is never distinct from how we express it.
Ten writers explore the seduction of written language from the
sensual to the lewd, from a mysterious woman whose lovers
write their stories upon her skin to a playwright who declares
to his rival that he does his best writing in whorehouses. A
broken typewriter awakens the searing...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Rocky Da ch-- Rocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t Rippin-- Gilber t Rippin
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